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baa  baa  blacksheep...  
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What do you feel?

Nothing?

You don’t
feel anything?

Nothing.

nothing.

...no. nothing.

well, get back here.
you’re the father,
goddamn it. you’ve
got to feel some-

thing before our
baby’s born!
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............
i’m getting nothing.

......no.

splat!

chelsea and
arnie felt it.

-chuckle-
arnie never

felt it.

don’t say
no... it’s
kicking.

well, when you put
them on the

spot like
that...

everyone
has felt it.

i don’t
know...

why can’t
i feel it?

it’s kicking.

right here.

in me!!!

where?

right
where?
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everyone
except

for you
has felt
our baby.

...it might
be dead...

well...

no.

i
don’t
know.

all
right. okay.

you
laughed...

no. no.

oh my god,
quit saying that.

do you know
what it does
to me every-
time you say

that?

do you think
this has a
positive

effect on
me?

it tears
me up
inside.

every time. every time
you say it. first
time- i didn’t
think I heard
right. second
time...i tried to
laugh it oflaugh it off.
i laughed.
you said
our child’s
dead. what
did i do?

it does not
have a

positive
effect
on me.

you have
no idea.

none at
all?
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i didn’t think it was funny, but i laughed.
i didn’t want to seem grouchy.

not once in
9 months have i
felt anything.

      well, not dead.
      but really sick and it
      just died recently.

         i’m feeling it now.

maybe.     
               

                       and
                        growing?

what are you
saying? it’s
been dead
9 months?!

that
could be
anything...

a dead
baby in
your

system,system,
a little

movement
could be
anything.

please...our baby is
not dead inside me.

how do
you know?

i’m
feeling
it NOW!!
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sigh...
do you want

it dead?

yeah.

you do?           yeah, i do.

you want
it dead?

moping?!

i really
do. i want
it dead.

no, i don’t
want it dead!
that’s all I
need. having
you moping

around.

tell me
you

wouldn’t
mope.

flute

i can’t believe you.
would you mope?!

our child dead, would
you mope a little?!

my god! i would
be destroyed.

see? and
i would
want it

dead. no
way.

honey...
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no matter what you think,
how much and for how long,

no matter what goes
through that mind

i’m betting that you’re wrong...
don’t jump to

strange conclusions,strange conclusions,
don’t put words in my mouth,

i know i know i say them,
but my meanings
just go south...

no matter what i say,
no matter what I do,

i’m hoping for the
best conditions -

inside of you

i hope! i hope
everything’s fine,

i hope, hope
our child will

arrive - rive - rive!
and i hope! oh i hope

with this heart of mine,with this heart of mine,
i hope! i hope it’s alive.
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i know you think i’m callous,
unfeeling through and through,
but trust me when i say i hope you’re -
eating for two

i hope! I hope everything’s normal
i hope! its got ears on its head, head, head!

and i hate! oh i hate to be so formal
but madam, (Yes sir?) i hope it’s not dead

you know i’ll be so happy,
and life would be so sweet,

if your uterus would
give us the patter...

of little feet!




